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Rogue Economies are subversive economic 
practices, tactics and transactions 
that shape contemporary cities and, by 
extension, architectural practice. We believe 
these practices are a rich and, as yet, 
untapped source of material for radical 
and responsive architectural speculation. 
Within this broad practice we investigate, 
each year, a specific issue to deepen our 
knowledge within contemporary African 
Urbanism. It is specifically located in the 
Post-Traumatic period post 1994 in South 
Africa. 
‘Post-traumatic’ urban conditions (such 
as Johannesburg are fertile ground for 
investigating these emergent ‘rogue 
economies’, full of visceral and raw 
conditions that test the traditional limits 
of architecture. Unit 14 is interested in 
revealing the inner workings and spatial 
effects of economic practices that are, by 
their very nature, clandestine and shadowy, 
often difficult to identify Innovative ways 
of seeing and documenting are required In 
Unit 14, we co-construct spatial literacy 
through forensic drawing methods. We use 
maps, catalogues and cartographies to 
divine and tap into the logics at play. Out 
of these messy, emergent configurations, 
uncertainties proliferate – legal, 
sustainable and ethical. 
This year, Unit 14 seeks to investigate 
Leisure. Its politics, spatiality and the 
kind of society it produces. In Bertrand 
Russell’s polemic essay – ‘In Praise of 
Idleness’, he draws a direct relationship 
between Leisure and work – arguing the 
nature of our work directly determines 
the nature of our Leisure. He further 
argues the powerful role Leisure plays in 
producing quality of life, culture and power. 
In South Africa our work, and by default, 
our Leisure is deeply politicised. Our dark 
history and extreme structural inequality 
strongly defines our urban lives and will 
continue to do so despite all promises of 
a better world. Through this reading, our 
distorted work, or lack thereof, comes to 
fundamentally define our society along lines 
of class, race and geography. We seek to 
understand how complicit architecture is 
in producing extractive labour mechanics 
and exclusive Leisure enclaves. Through 
the exhaustive working of Leisure we aim 
to grasp new tactics of how to intervene 
in finding speculative alternatives to 
shape our social, political and spatial 
arrangements through Leisure.
PRODUCING LEISURE
Unit 14 Framing Statement
“From the beginning of civilization 
until the industrial revolution a man 
could, as a rule, produce by hard 
work little more than was required 
for the subsistence of himself and his 
family, although his wife worked at 
least as hard and his children added 
their labour as soon as they were old 
enough to do so. The small surplus 
above bare necessaries was not left 
to those who produced it, but was 
appropriated by priests and warriors.” 
Bertrand Russell (1932)
III
South Africa holds a traumatic history of 
injustice which has been propagated by 
ideologies centered around race. This history 
is still very present and visible in the scars 
that fragment its landscapes. These are 
scars that speak of segregation and unequal 
distribution of the nation’s resources, in 
this case, particularly land to practice 
leisure. These physical scars impact how 
we express our daily lives. A part of this 
expression is the need for leisure, which 
has been used to overcome many traumatic 
historical events (Fabrizi, 2018) and other 
times used to further agendas of racial 
segregation (Demas, 2017). In the former, 
we observe a history of post-WWII Dutch 
playgrounds designed by Aldo van Eyck in 
attempt at unifying factioned neighborhoods 
through the act of play. In the latter, 
racial segregation is enforced through the 
granting or lack of access to these sites 
of leisure – symbolizing wealth, power, land 
and privilege (Dema, 2017). The charging of 
spatial production with racial motives are 
established. This MDP looks at the golf 
course as a site of politicized leisure to 
propose a speculation by how the land used, 
can be re-scripted through leisure / sporting 
activities allowing access for all income and 
racial groups.
The need for sites of leisure is undeniable 
and cannot simply be done away with in an 
attempt to erase traumatic histories. As 
theorized by Bertrand Russel: leisure and 
idleness are seemingly simple yet powerful 
acts of resistance to the demands of labor 
and leisure that further perpetuate issues 
of class and access (1935). The golf course, 
therefore, holds the potential to become 
an infrastructure of resistance, integration 
and transition where factioned groups 
are often found within the same space. 
Although a seductive form of activism, these 
infrastructures have been heavily criticized 
as it primarily serves a privileged class 
(those who can afford to practice leisure) 
and has been described as a “ ‘place’ [that] 
is fully ageographic” (Sorkin, 1992). Following 
this description, we are forced to question 
the location of these leisure infrastructures, 
which are often found in cities, as it seems 
to “[sacrifice] the idea of the city as the 
site of community and human connection” 
(Sorkin, 1992). These sites of leisure 
subsequently create binaries of beneficiaries 
and casualties based on class and race.
This project will use the typology of a 
golf course and its clubhouse as a site 
of leisure to build a spatial vocabulary of 
the epiphenomenon, as identified above, 
while interrogating the politics, operations 
and consequences of this leisurescape. 
The MDP proposes alternative power and 
class relations within the leisurescape 
of the golf course through the proposal 
of deconstructing segregation to create 
integration. By identifying unused segments 
of land within the footprint of the golf 
course, to then manipulate and adapt the 
landscape for new activities to play out. 
This is done with the intention of identifying, 
creating and occupying the gaps within 
these leisurescapes by addressing issues 
of existing power and class relations which 
contribute to the disenfranchisement of 
particular racial groups who would otherwise 
be excluded from such leisurescapes, except 
for the purpose of labor. This ultimately 
promotes Duca’s notion that “a plethora 
of actors concur to the creation of this 
standard of good life and they are intimately 
embedded in society at large” (2016).
This MDP will be conducted with the use 
of various tools to investigate, synthesize 
and translate the social and organizational 
politics of the golf course to propose an 
altered leisurescape and operations with 
the potential to deconstruct the stigma 
and barriers surrounding these leisure 
infrastructures. Through ethnographic 
drawings, mappings and forensic 
investigations a series of socio-spatial 
contracts in the form of a lexicon and 
toolkit will be developed.
The research will allow for a basis upon 
which to develop alternative terms for 
harnessing the singular, impulsive leisure 
ambitions and the more subversive symbiotic 
relationships that could be contemplated. 
Devices and spatial tactics such as land 
(tenure), spatial programming, circulation 
and thresholds are carefully choreographed 
to explore how competing extremes can 
subversively co-exist while hinged on a 
central leisure programme. It seeks to 
explore how architecture can reconcile the 
socio-spatial politics and the binary tension 
of leisure and labor.
ABSTRACT
Re-Scripting Johannesburg’s Fractured Landscape
“As maps are usually drawn by 
the body that is in power, the 
powerless can easily disappear”
Shosham Malkit
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Social Fabrication Price Tag
Altered Behaviour
Investigating the mega leisurescape of Sun-City. 
A space totally geared to provide a variety of 
leisure and pleasure activities. 
Making it an ideal location to see the inner 
workings of a leisurescape and the connection 
the visitors and staff make to this fabricated 
landscape. What other clues and insights does 
this landscape hide when it comes to leisure?
Taking an interest in the construction and 
fabrication of such an enormous leisure 
landscape as Sun City, it became evident that the 
fabrication is on a huge scale. Viewing the amount 
of fabrication of the psychical structure and 
landscape, comparing it to the natural elements 
in the world. Natural elements that give a certain 
experience and comparing it to these fabricated 
elements and the experience they provide.
The Landscape has been altered and manipulated 
to sell the fantasy of a tropical destination in 
the bush.





Fig 1.2 | Natural vs Fabricated 
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The series of images compares the fabricated elements to the 
natural elements within the landscape. From fabricated rocks, wood, 
animals and plants to fabricated systems that the visitor never 
gets to see and how these fabricated elements allow for a social 
fabrication to take place. But is this social fabrication experienced 
differently between various classes or races in the same space?
Geospatial Deceit
 Fig 1.2 | Ocean, East coast, Durban, 2018 (by author)
 Fig 1.5 | Valley of waves, Sun City, North West, 2020 (by author)  Fig 1.7 | Valley of waves, Sun City, North West, 2020 (by author)
 Fig 1.3 | Oliver Sjostrom, Croatia, 2018
 Fig 1.6 | Google Earth, Sun City, North West, 2020
 Fig 1.4 | Vaal river, Douglas, North Cape, 2019 (by author)
The anatomical drawing draws out how this technical fabrication, 
engineering fabrication and infrastructure fabrication takes place. 
Comparing this fabrication to the natural world, dissecting these 
types of fabrications, distinguishing what elements of the one 
fabrication allows for the social fabrication to take place and the 
shadow it casts.
From the natural landscape that’s been altered with engineering 
systems, fabricated shade, sculpted pool floors, fabricated beach 
sand, fabricated food outlets, millions of liters of water that was 
imported and maintenance systems to keep it all in check.
But this allows for the fabrication of leisure to take place among 
the people who engages with the space.
All this fabrication comes at an expensive cost similar to the 
manicured landscape of the golf course. Who then can afford to 
indulge in this leisurescape?
Social Fabrication Price Tag
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Fig 1.8 | Anatomical Leisurescape_dwg, 2020 (by author)
The fabrication of relaxation, playing, swimming, flirting, connecting 
and eating. One fabrication opening the doors for another system 
of fabrication to take place.
This then raises some interesting questions.
Is this fabrication of social behaviour bad or good? Can a natural 
landscape be altered through the lens of leisure without any 
fabricated elements to build social relationships between people?
Altered Behaviour
Fig 1.9 | Fabricated Experiences_dwg, 2020 (by author)
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There are unseen forces at work that is coupled 
to these mega leisure infrastructures such as 
Sun-City and the golf courses in Gauteng. The 
consequences of the unseen forces can have a 
negative and positive outcome.
Ndifuna Ukwazi (Cape Town activist group) 
criticized golf courses with the following question: 
“How is it that an exclusionary sports club, 
is paying less per year than someone living in 
Khayelitsha can spend in one month just on 
travel commuting to the inner city for work?” 
(Washinyira 2020:[sp]). People are rendered 
vulnerable to displacement from opportunities 
at the cost of another’s leisure. This particular 
example of displacement relates to people but 
there are other forms of displacement that carry 
very negative effects when displaced.
The interest is in seeking out different terms for 
harnessing these leisure ambitions within these 
unseen forces between the parties involved. 
Understanding how land, spatial programs, 
natural resources and circulation can be used as 
devices to explore how competing extremes can 
subversively co-exist while hinged on a central 
leisure programme. 
Drawing Title │Project 1: Ground Controls
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Fig 2.1 | Invisible Magnetic Forces_dwg, 2020 (by author)
Steel ball being placed within set radial constraint for 5 seconds.
The unseen force field too strong for set constrain, displacing 
subject outside of closed loop. Areas of engagement and the path 
altered was revealed through unseen forces on the subject.  
Fig 2.3 | 5 Second Displacement_dwg, 2020 (by author)Fig 2.2 | Magnets & Steel Ball, Randburg, 2020 (by author)
Unseen Force Drawing Experiment
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3 Magnets, 1 steel ball (subject) the size of a marble, paper & ink.
These unseen forces push, attract, engage, accelerate, apply 
pressure and shift the outcome and consequences of the landscape, 
development, natural resources, opportunities and people when 
it comes to the leisurescape of golf courses within the urban 
landscape of the city.
Steel ball being placed within set radial constraint for 30 seconds.
The invisible force field too strong for set constrain, displacing 
subject outside of closed loop. Areas of attraction and acceleration 
was revealed through unseen forces on the subject.  
Steel ball being placed within set radial constraint for 15 seconds.
The invisible force field too strong for set constrain, displacing 
subject outside of closed loop. Areas of pressure and the path 
shifting was revealed through unseen forces on the subject.  
Fig 2.4 | 15 Second Displacement_dwg, 2020 (by author)
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Fig 2.5 | 30 Second Displacement_dwg, 2020 (by author)
Probing further into these leisure landscapes of the golf course, 
37 of the 53 courses in Gauteng was overlaid onto a grid matrix. 
Demonstrating through this architectural experimentation that there 
is a series of generators and attractors that is causing similar 
type of reaction, and the reaction is around people pursuing a 
leisure programme and there are people who are counter forces 
existing on the same field. 
Then we can start to see how the golf course plays a central role 
in the importance of how land is used and who has access to it. 




Fig 2.6 | 37 of 52 Golf Courses Grid Matrix_dwg, 2020 (by author)
Jackal Creek placed on grid matrix. Assigning a metric value to a 
square of living space looking at RDP housing that a person needs 
to live in terms of real estate, playing itself out on the golf 
course.
Chosen site location is Jackal Creek golf course in the Northern 
suburbs of Johannesburg. Using this particular golf course to 
demonstrate the consequences of the unseen forces at work.
Fig 2.8 | Metric Value_dwg, 2020 (by author)Fig 2.7 | Site Location_dwg, 2020 (by author)
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New infrastructure for golf course displacing people to undesired 
locations.
New golf course raising property value over time that exacerbate 
social and income disparities and increase private property values 
in their surrounds, thus undermining affordability and expelling long 
standing residents with limited financial means.
 
Fig 2.9 | Displacement <> Property Value_dwg, 2020 (by author)
 
Fig 2.10 | Displacement <> People_dwg, 2020 (by author)
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Golf course displacing job opportunities from local residence.
Artificial dams constructed on golf course displacing water source 
to adjacent properties.
 
Fig 2.11 | Displacements <> Natural_dwg, 2020 (by author)
 
Fig 2.12 | Displacement <>  Opportunity_dwg, 2020 (by author)
The social contracts series then focuses on the 
club house which walks hand in hand with the 
golf course. Focusing on the dynamics of what 
brings a club house into existence and what type 
of relationships and different types of social 
contracts stems from this particular ecology.
Extracting from this research, clues and modes of 
operation on how to construct and develop similar 
types of relationships on the golf course, through 
breaking down barriers between different income 
and race classes.
Through the research done in the club house 
ecology lexicon, one can start to question why 
certain spaces and buildings aren’t labelled 
as club houses. The basic foundation of what 
a club house is, that a group of people with 
similar interests meeting at certain times of 
the day, week, month or year, 99% of the time 
in a physical structure. But if the structure is 
removed, does it still fall under the label of a 
club house?
Then to question if the ocean where a group of 
surfers meet up every week can be labelled as a 
clubhouse for example.
AC / RE / NO_STR / 5
AD / FO / FIX_STR / 3
MO / RE / FL-ALL / 3
N / EV / FIX_STR / 4
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Lexicon: Club House Ecology





 Fig 3.1 | Author unknow, Hair salon, 2019
 Fig 3.2 | Indica, Bicycle taxis, India,2008
 Fig 3.3 | David Maialetti, Drug addicts, London, 2017
 Fig 3.4 | Dmitry Paranyushkin, Surfers, Crimea, 2016
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Mapping into the clubhouse and the surrounding area was done. 
With the similar focus on the workings of the movement, interaction 
and the time spent between the users (golf players) and the staff.
Communal Dynamics of the Clubhouse
Fig 3.5 | Arial View of Jackal Creek Clubhouse_dwg, 2020 (by author)
Fig 3.6 | Jackal Creek Clubhouse Level 1 Analysis_dwg, 2020 (by author)
Mapping on level 1 and 2 was done on how the structure and 
thresholds control and allow for spaces to operate differently 
between these 2 groups of the staff and the golfers.
A certain type of relationship exists between the 2 user groups 
within the clubhouse. Both user groups are there for different 
reasons / interests. So how will the relationship change between 
the 2 user groups if they had the same interest? And does that 
interest even need a structure to build a relationship?  
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Investigating the Radium beer hall (existing bar in JHB) through 
the lens of events and participants that construct a clubhouse, 
questioning what social contracts an active system like this will 
cast. There are different layers/clubhouses that exist within this 
one space, some at the same time, others overlapping and some 
at different times, but can similar types of leisure, layer and 
overlap on the landscape of the golf course to generate social 
contracts? There are also conditions that look at the agency of 
the different people who use the space. These are active and 
passive participants, a producer of something and the consumers 
of what is being produced. Three of the main producers of these 
social contracts are music nights, sport/game nights and the bar.
Active Systems Within
Fig 3.7 | Three Clubhouse In One Structure_dwg, 2020 (by author)
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Fig 3.8 | Music Club In Radium Beer Hall_dwg, 2020 (by author)
Music Club:




Fig 3.10 | Games Night Club In Raium Beer Hall_dwg, 2020 (by author)
Game Nights Club:
The intention of the research into the different types of 
clubhouses and their operations is to understand how social 
contracts and connections form. Using this information on chosen 
site to create or alter the social contracts to activate unused land 
for people who do not have access to the space. This could be a 
relationship that could even be hidden and subversive or visible and 
loyal to the host.
Tectonic Symbiosis





Mapping the 53 listed golf courses and the 9 
listed informal settlements in Gauteng. Placing the 
locations of interest within the different property 
value brackets of Gauteng. The 3 different value 
brackets with a property value of 600k plus, 
between 300k – 600k and 300k minus, sourced from 
the Johannesburg housing market report 2019.
This shows that 64% of golf courses falls within 
the 600k plus bracket, compared to only 22% 
of informal settlements. A clear indication of a 
fractured urban landscape still in existence from 
South Africa apartheid history.
Comparison
Leisurescapes vs Settlement Cartography
Investigating Jackal Creek’s Operations
Searching.....
Blurred Barriers
Fig 4.1 | Leisurescapes vs Settlement Mapping_dwg, 2020 (by author)
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Land commitment series starts with research done 
into golf courses vs informal settlements in Gauteng. 
On where the golf courses and informal settlements 
are located and how many people are affected 
by their locations on a macro scale in the urban 
landscape of Gauteng.
Transferring that body of research to the micro 
scale of Jackal Creek golf course with further 
analysis into the operations of Jackal Creek.
21
Comparing Jackal Creek golf course to Cosmos city (government RDP 
housing). Jackal Creek golf course sitting on 224,25 ha of privately 
owned land, housing a est. 1774 people and Cosmos City sitting on 
925,74 ha, with a est. 70 000 people.
Fig 4.2 | Cosmos City vs Jackal Creek Mapping_dwg, 2020 (by author)
Measuring the footprint of all 53 listed golf courses in Gauteng 
equates to 7012,85 ha. This shows that Cosmos City can fit 7 times 
into the foot print of land that all the golf courses take up in 
Gauteng. The amount of 490 000 people displaced for the elite who 
can afford to practice their leisure.
Fig 4.3 | All Gauteng Golf Courses vs Cosmos City Mapping_dwg, 2020 (by author)
Comparison
Bringing together all the research into golf courses on a macro 
scale through a series of abstract mappings overlaid onto Gauteng. 
Investigating the who, why, what, where and how?
Analyzing and understanding the important factors and aspects a 
golf course has an impact on namely: the environment, different 
uses of golf course development, social psychic factors, equity 
commitments, job creation and additional attractions.
Leisurescape vs Settlement  Cartography
Fig 4.4 | Abstract Mapping_dwg, 2020 (by author)
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Fig 4.5 | Abstract Mapping <> Why?_dwg, 2020 (by author)
Mapping investigates the why?
The different uses of golf course development and the impact on 
certain locations around Gauteng and the affects thereof. 
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Fig 4.6 | Abstract Mapping <> How / Where?_dwg, 2020 (by author)
Mapping investigates the how & where?
The additional attractions added onto golf courses to attract 
more people and job creation which can play an important role for 
neighboring communities.  
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Fig 4.7 | Abstract Mapping <> Who / What?_dwg, 2020 (by author)
Mapping investigates the who & what?
Who are the people that is affected in a positive or negative way 
through the locations of these leisurescapes in the form of golf 




A further series of mappings were done, focused on the landscape 
of the golf course. Specifically, around the users (golf players) and 
the staff. How these 2 groups of people use and move through the 
landscape. Focus was placed on the golf course layout / routing, 
movement, interaction and time spent between the 2 groups of 
users.
Investigating Jackal Creek’s  Operations
Fig 4.9 | Jackal Creek Mapping <> Time_dwg, 2020 (by author)Fig 4.8 | Jackal Creek Mapping_dwg, 2020 (by author)
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All of the mappings were overlaid to identify areas / spaces of 
interest. Four specific locations became evident to where majority 
of interaction takes place and where more time is spent. Thanks 
to the landscape, routing of the golf course and the number of 
players on the course.
Searching....
Fig 4.10 | Overlaid Mappings_dwg, 2020 (by author)
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A series of barriers surrounds all golf courses denying people 
access. The question then becomes, how to blur, break or get past 
these barriers? Channeling all the research and analysis onto the 
chosen site location of Jackal Creek. Speculation on how one can 
begin to blur the barriers allowing access for everyone into this 
leisurescape and build social contracts and connections between 
different classes of people.
Blurred Barriers











Identifying unused segments of land within the 
footprint of Jackal Creek. With the contemporary 
issue around land grabs in South-Africa, one can 
speculate on how to make these challenged segments 
of land available to people who do not have access 
to it but at the same time, building social contracts 
between different people of wealth and race. 
Establishing the lack of access to unequally and 
racially distributed green spaces for leisure.
Understanding protest actions and military tactics 
to antagonize and invade. Blurring the barriers that 
surrounds the leisurescape of the golf course.
Fig 5.1 | Mapping Deployment Actions_dwg, 2020 (by author)
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Study done earlier this year shows how green spaces are unequally 
and racially distributed. With the strong historical overlap between 
wealth and race, and thanks to apartheid city planning that allows 
for this division and unequal distribution among the people
(Caboz 2020:[sp]). 
Green Apartheid
 Fig 5.2 | Jay Caboz, Income vs Greenery, Johannesburg, 2020
 Fig 5.3 | Jay Caboz, Greenery vs Income, Johannesburg, 2020
 Fig 5.4 | Jay Caboz, Race vs Greenery, Johannesburg, 2020
Fig 5.5 | Border Condition Analysis_dwg, 2020 (by author)
Border Conditions
Border analysis done into the surrounding neighborhoods and 
operations of Jackal Creek, the different types of boundary 
conditions and materials used from rocks, natural vegetation, conc 
blocks, brick walls and palisade fencing to create boundaries and 
thresholds in and around chosen site.
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After all the analysis done into the surrounding neighborhoods 
and the operations of Jackal Creek, the mapping indicates a big 
percentage of unused segments of land within the golf course.
Also showing the targeted location on the challenged land, where 
an architectural intervention can take place to allow for access and 
the building of new relationships.
Fig 5.6 | Mapping Indicating Unused Segments of Land_dwg, 2020 (by author)
Challenged Land
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Generating the connection between sport / leisure and protest 
actions, specifically on the physical actions. From aggressive to 
peaceful actions, by either being tackled or by the action of taking 
a knee. The actions of the sporting code activity speak to a 
deeper issue South-Africa is faced with currently. Allowing these 
sporting / leisure codes to play out on the challenged segments of 
land. Breaking down the unequal distribution of land and creating 
integration among people.
Cycles of Contention Through Sport / Leisure
Fig 5.17 | Sport & Protest Comparison_dwg, 2020 (by author)
 Fig 5.7 | Bryan Woolston, Throwing rocks, Washington, 2017
 Fig 5.8 | Jekesai Njikizana, Woman tackled, Zimbabwe, 2019
 Fig 5.9 | Vincent Yu, Protest action, Hong Kong, 2019
 Fig 5.10 | Mohamad Torokman, Climbing fence, Israel, 2017
 Fig 5.11 | Philippe Desmazes, Run away, France, 2010
 Fig 5.12 | Author Unknown, Jumping barrier, Mpumalanga, 2016
 Fig 5.13 | Author Unknow, Climate protest, Poland, 2018
 Fig 5.14 | Dave Chan, Taking a knee, Canada, 2020
 Fig 5.15 | Stephane Mahe, Makeshift shields, France, 2016
 Fig 5.16 | Pedro Ugarte, Protest action, Chile, 2019
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Using military tactics to infiltrate and establish a presence / hold 
on the challenged land through the deployment of the sporting 
/ leisure codes. Understanding the different types of military 
tactics from rapid tempo, targeting critical vulnerabilities, stealth, 
deception to the element of surprise and which would work best 
for the scenario (Clemons 2002:[sp]). At the same time generating 
new social contracts with the existing users of the golf course 
throughout the development of the space.
Military Tactics
Fig 5.19 | Mapping Military Tactics <> Targeting Critical Vulnerabilities_dwg, 2020 (by author)Fig 5.18 | Mapping Military Tactics <> Rapid Tempo_dwg, 2020 (by author)
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Steps 1 and 2 are peaceful actions that targets the critical 
vulnerabilities, in this case the boundary and the golden egg(the 
green) of the golf course through the actions of climbing and 
bowls, that needs the same turf to be played as the putting green. 
The distraction of the first 2 steps allows for step 3 and 4 to 
happen, the defensive actions of long jump, soccer and hockey that 
plays out on and along the playing field used by the golfers.
Deployment Actions 1-4
Fig 5.21 | Deployment Action 4_dwg, 2020 (by author)Fig 5.20 | Deployment Actions 1-3_dwg, 2020 (by author)
Step 1: Entry
        Rock Climing
Step 2: Targeting
         Bowls
Step 3: Targeting
         Long Jump
Step 4: Defence
         Soccer & Hockey
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Step 5 is that of establishment through the aggressive actions 
of handball, the first step that needs a structure to take place. 
Step 6 and 7 allows for the beginning of the clubhouse and 
development that is coupled to their sporting codes, generating new 
relationships between the different users. Step 8 highlights some 
of the spatial arrangements of these sporting activities and the 
potential for this to grant legitimate access.
Deployment Actions 5-8
Fig 5.23 | Deployment Action 8_dwg, 2020 (by author)Fig 5.22 | Deployment Actions 5-7_dwg, 2020 (by author)
Step 5: Establishment
         Handball
Step 6: Development
        Generation of 
        Clubhouse From
        Sporting Codes
Step 7: Integration
         Generation of
         Mix Use
         Programmes
Step 8: Social Contracts
         Established







Fig 6.2 | Permeable Boundary First floor_dwg, 2020 (by author)Fig 6.1 | Permeable Boundary Ground Floor_dwg, 2020 (by author)
The Permeable threshold focusses on the boundary condition. 
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Permeable Device
Fig 6.3 | Axonometric View of boundary_dwg, 2020 (by author)
Keeping focus on the main objective of land and the different social 
groups who has access to it. By fattening the boundary between 
the intimate settlement and the golf course. Creating an innocent 
but deeply provocative gesture through an architectural device that 
dissolves the boundary allowing people access who were previously 
excluded from such resources.
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Plan: Altered Boundary
Fig 6.4 | Permeable Device Plan Views_dwg, 2020 (by author)
On the plan view one can see how the fattening of the boundary 
starts to act as a series of gateways with slits of walls placed 






Fig 6.5 | Permeable Device Section Views_dwg, 2020 (by author)
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Female Manifesto Investigation 
 
Women and Architecture 
 
Introduction 
This essay explores the themes of feminism and architecture. It is interested in women’s 
positionality in relation to two key text, Leslie Kanes Weisman’s manifesto: - Women’s 
environmental rights: A Manifesto (1981), and Jane Rendell’s manifesto: - Tendencies 
and trajectories: Feminist approach in architecture (2012). The essay questions how the 
writings of women’s manifestos in regards to architecture have changed over a period of 
two decades. Focus will be placed on how the architectural profession started out as a 
male driven patriarchal system which was subsequently influenced, by women. There is 
a clear difference between Leslie Kanes Weisman’s and Jane Rendell’s manifestos yet 
with certain points overlapping. With the considerable amount of research and writings 
published in the last thirty years, Rendell’s manifesto explaines and gives more 
background from the past to present around feminism and architecture. It also shows 
how feminism influenced architectural practice as we know it. Both manifestoes place 
importance on women in architecture but from different positions. Rendell also writes 
about a more intersectional perspective, recognising the importance on different forms 
of oppresion, marginalization and difference which demands our attention.  
 
Architecture as associated with patriarchy: 
 
Figure 1. Photographer unknown, Towards a new architecture, Spm architecture 2019; 
                  Le Corbusier, Towards a new architecture manifesto, 
                Architecture and patriarchal system. 
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Both Weisman and Rendell’s writings speak to the patriarchal system in architecture 
that is only geared to the benefit of the white male, leaving the other classes as victims 
of discrimination. This despite a period of almost 30 years between when these texts 
are written. For Weisman, the built environment is largely the creation of white, 
masculine subjectivity (Weisman 1981.4). Also Rendell draws attention to the problems 
surrounding the ‘man-made environments’. Weisman, in particular cites a text titled 
Kindergarten Chats 1901 (cited by Weisman 1981.1) which describes the centrality of 
the male body and its associated societal power in space as “a virile force… It stands in 
physical fact, a monument to trade, to the organized commercial spirit, to the power and 
progress of the age, to the strength and resource of the individuality and force of 
character” (Kindergarten Chats 1901). This figure of the male as a symbol of power and 
strength is questioned and critiqued in the writing of both Weisman and Rendell. Both 
Rendell and Weisman suggest that architectural value systems are implicitly patriarchal 
and argues for a critical reading to focus on the problems inherent for woman as users 
of man-made environments (Rendell 2012.87). 
Weisman describes the patriarchal architectural and urban environment through 
particular examples. She argues that the male environments lack accessibility and do 
not respond to the needs of women. For example Weisman points to the difficulty of “a 
woman with a child in a stroller, trying to get through a revolving door or a subway 
turnstile, is a ‘handicapped’ person” (Weisman 1981.2). She suggests that these 
environments are the product of a lack of awareness and empathy in architecture as 
masculine. For Weisman, a feminist approach brings with it a whole new set of values. 
Weisman associates women with traits of nurturance, cooperation, subjectivity, 
emotionalism and fantasy. While for Weisman, the ‘man’s world’ is the space of public 
events and work judged as ‘meaningful’ which is associated with objectivity, 
impersonalization, competition and rationality (Weisman 1981.2). Furthermore, the 
“man’s world” is placed above and considered to be of more value than the “women’s 
world”. For Rendell, women’s socialization fosters a different value system emphasizing 
certain qualities such as connectedness, inclusiveness, an ethics of care, everyday life, 
subjectivity, feelings, complexity and flexibility in design (Rendell 2012.87). Both 
Weisman and Rendell argue that these value systems should be valued and 
incorporated into the political and cultural realm of spatial and built environments. They 
argue that the different priorities and value systems that women bring to the table 










Figure 2. Joanna Spitzner, Binary distinction, Architectural-review 2018 
                  Binary distinction, the thought of theoretical opposites.  
                The contrast between positions adopted. 
For Rendell one of the most important aspects of the relation between feminism and 
architecture is the diversity of the positions adopted (Rendell 2012.87). Rendell 
recognizes that there are different sides to this positionality. Rendell (2012) says “some 
[are] liberal, arguing for equal representation in architecture, others radical, calling for 
the overturning of the patriarchal profession of architecture and its replacement by a 
form of feminist practice with a different set of values”(85-86). Rendell points out that 
while some woman argue for equality within the current system, other feminist positions 
argue for extreme change of the patriarchal system as a whole. In contrast to Weisman, 
Rendell raises an additional point of importance which draws on intersectionality, and in 
particular from the writing of black feminists. The work of the black lesbian poet, Audre 
Lorde is exemplary here in that her writings draw out the interlocking relations of 
different forms of oppression due to race and sexuality (Rendell 2012.88). This is a 
position recognized by other feminist scholars, such as Donna Haraway, who argues 
that (1985.18) a U.S. black woman has not been able to speak as a woman or as a 
black person. Thus, she was at the bottom of a cascade of negative identities, left out of 
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even the privileged oppressed authorial categories called ‘woman and blacks’. This 
position therefore places importance on thinking through various modes of oppression 
and how they interact with each other in the built environment.   
While Weisman’s manifesto argues for radical change to the patriarchal system, her 
writings do not recognize intersectionality, or a multi-layered understanding of 
oppressions. Weisman calls on other woman to “open our eyes and see the political 
nature of this environmental oppression” (Weisman 1981.1). Her text talks to 75 women 
taking over an abandoned building in NYC on new year’s eve and issuing a statement 
on health care, child care, women’s shelter, lesbian rights, feminist school, drug 
rehabilitation, all as essential to women (Weisman 1981.3). Weisman sees woman in a 
singular manner, explaining that ‘women’ are denied access to certain kinds of spaces 
which can empower or render them powerless, without questioning the category of 
‘woman’. The built environment is understood as a space that can enhance or restrict, 
nurture or impoverish. Weisman states “these places and spaces represent new 
architectural settings which reflect both radical changes in our society as well as glaring 
evidence of woman’s oppression and disenfranchisement” (Weisman 1981.4). 
Weisman’s manifesto is a clear call for woman in architecture. Unlike Rendell, she does 
not question multiple forms of oppression, or how gender is read in relation to questions 
of class and race.  
Power: 
 
Figure 3. Photographer unknown, Women in sphere, Patheos 2014 






Weisman’s manifesto was written around the time when published research on gender 
and architecture first started to appear in the late 1970s (Rendell 2012.86). This is a 
very different context compared to the writings published in the 80s and 90s where 
change started to infiltrate feminist outlook in architecture as a discipline on a wider 
scale. In particular, in architecture feminist cultural analysis moved from not only 
focusing on the causes of oppression, to understanding the representation of those 
different modes of oppression. Furthermore, as explored by Rendell representation itself 
was understood as a tool of oppression (Rendell 2012.86). Rendell draws on the 
considerable amount of research and writings published over the last thirty years in 
relation to architecture and feminism, to show new techniques and ways of how 
feminism has changed the architectural landscape. 
Feminism has changed the architectural field through a recognition of the role of women 
in the built environment as well as a change in methods of practice. For Boutelle 1988 
(cited by Rendell 1012.88) the concern with women’s exclusion from architecture has 
led to the production of an alternative history of architecture by uncovering evidence of 
women’s contributions. This is both as architects of large institutional buildings in the 
public realm, or within the building industry. Beyond a recognition of the historical role of 
women, feminist work on representation and gender in other fields has been highly 
influential. Drawing from feminist approaches in philosophy, cultural studies and art 
history raised two main issues for the practice of architectural history; first, it brought to 
light new objects of study – the actual material which historians choose to look at; and 
second, it enabled questioning of the intellectual criteria by which historians interpret 
those objects of study (Rendell 2012.89).Stemming from these feminist studies on 
gender, politics, culture, oppression and discrimination, it raises issues that points right 
to the core of the architectural practice, new understandings of architecture and sites 
through which to explore theory (Rendell 2012.89). 
Two example raised by Rendell, are the architectural practice of Muf in the United 
Kingdom, and Liquid in the United States. Both of these practices approach architecture 
as a process of working and collaborating with other architects, artist and cultural 
producers across different creative fields. Rendell argues that this is a feminist 
approach to architectural practice as it opens unexplored avenues for enriching and 
placing importance on process, and the locations itself, in space making. For example, 
Muf’s Hackney Wick arts strategy in 2009. A public arts strategy and program of 
temporary and permanent commissions focusing on urban development within city limits 
(Hackney Wick arts [sa]:[sp]). A further aspect of change has been the role of theory, 
which has shifted from a tool of analysis to a mode of practice in its own right. Much 
feminist practice in architecture has developed ways of working with the useful aspect of 
theory, not necessarily from a pragmatic point of view, or through modes of applying 
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theory, but rather by practicing theory in a speculative manner which combines critique 
and invention (Rendell 2012.91).  
 
Conclusion 
Architecture as a discipline has historically been a patriarchal field. However, as is 
evident in the texts discussed in this essay, women have been attached to places and 
spaces throughout history. In recent years, feminist architects have argued for and 
demonstrated the importance of their particular positionality in the architectural 
profession and society. They have argued that feminist approaches change the 
architectural profession as we know it through not just focusing on the end product, but 
by placing importance on the design process, drawing and writing. They argue for the 
importance of collaborations and a recognition of the co-production of space, for the 
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Vision Statement (Executive Summary)_____ 
Enhance studio is an Architectural firm that aims to combine sustainable design and 
architectural design into one. As we move into the future the responsibility of taking care of our 
environment and the generations still to come, falls on the now and on us. We at Enhance 
studio believe that we have the knowledge and skills to produce designs that will have less 
impact on the environment and create a better quality of life for our clients. Through unique 
and experiential design that not only inspire, but motivate change and bring achievement on 
multiple levels for all involved. 
 
Description of business_____ 
Enhance studio was developed to address residential and commercial design that looks into the 
future, to be aware of the imminent environmental problems we will be facing. 
Our team at Enhance studio have the qualified skills of architects, electrical engineers and 
mechanical engineers all registered with recognized professional bodies in their fields. With this 
range of skills and 12 years plus of experience in the industry, sustainable designs is what we 
aim towards. Our designs (structures) seeks to minimize the negative environmental impact by 
efficiency and moderation in the use of materials, energy and development space at the 
ecosystem at large, all aiming to improve building performance. From well established 
businesses and individual clients to small and medium sized businesses. Our team takes on the 
role of principle agent to make sure all work and installations are done by professionals to 




Enhance studio is managed and run in a specific way that gives the company an edge over its 
competitors. With this business process we are geared for steady growth and sustainability in 
the target market. Enhance studio aim is to be a well respected brand name in the industry. 
Key Success Factors of Enhance studio: 
 The retention of clients and customer loyalty feedback will be a high priority, the client’s 
needs is placed first within the organization. Loyalty can be attributed to building good 
customer relationships coupled with excellent communication on numerous levels as 
well as always delivering beyond client’s expectations! 
 Creativity is another major competence within Enhance studio. We strive to add 





 Identifying the necessary ‘sales pitch’ or key elements during the briefing session, 
thereby creating a design concept that convinces the client to award Enhance studio 
with the work! This ties in closely with looking beyond the design and understanding the 
overall objectives that each client is desiring to achieve over the long term.  
 There is a work flow process in place at Enhance studio that ensures that each design 
and client receives our fullest attention. This gives the clients confidence that the design 
will be executed successfully. 
 
 
Style of practice_____ 
The chosen style is a Private Company/Pty (Ltd) structure. Enhance studio will be registered 
with SARS (South African Revenue Services) for income Tax and with CIPC (Companies and 
Intellectual Property Commission. Enhance studio will undergo annual audits based on our PIS 
(Public Interest Score), a low-level audit will suffice seeing we are a start-up company. 
Reasons for Private structure -  
 Easy way to accommodate expansion & additional steak holders   
 Own legal status 
 Company can own its own property (own offices) 
 Could provide directors with protection against claims 
 Financial capital can be built up under the name of the firm  
 Allows for directors who are not actively involved in the firm as well as for directors who 
are not qualified in any of the specialized fields 




 Visionary leadership 
 Creative leadership 
 Smart business management 
 Strategic client and business relationships. 
 Highly skilled, motivated & experienced staff 
 
Weaknesses:  
 Absence of exposure in target market 
 Absence of client base 







 Acquiring the right staff geared for growth 
 Acquiring international contracts and new business opportunities 
 Potential growth through great customer service 
 Potential government work 
 Wide range of advertising platforms through which potential clients could be reached 
 Great scope for networking in our target market 
 
Threats: 
 Recognizing and identifying the competitor’s strengths and beating them by creating 
unexpected and innovative strategies. 
 Future political and socio-economical climate in South Africa 
 Failure to secure job opportunities due to BEE rating 
 
Business model_____ 
The proposed business model is an experience based model that places focus on custom design 
and specialized services. Enhance studio will take on a range of projects where our expertise 
can be applied. From well established businesses and individual clients to small and medium 
sized businesses. Our target market falls across a range of businesses and private sectors in the 
construction, electrical, mechanical and real estate industries.  
 
Marketing_____ 
One of our marketing strategies will be to reach the average home owner through social media. 
Focusing on platforms that deals with our target industry and other platforms that focus more 
on the social platform. The aim will be to use these free advertising platforms till we can afford 
bigger advertising opportunities. Our other market strategy will be to have a company website 
that sets out all information a potential client would need to know when they want to make use 
of Enhance studio. We would use two of our design projects as flagship projects to show the 
extent Enhance studio will go to and the quality of what we can deliver. Our clients will also be 
one of our main focus opportunities by placing high level of importance on their user 
experience and interaction with Enhance studio. With the main goal to reach a larger target 









Target market – Potential clients 
 
Enhance studio market strategy will include –  
 Business website – www.enhancestudio.com 
 Facebook – Enhance studio page and using similar pages for advertising 
 Instagram – Enhance studio account focusing on visual content 
 Google ad – Linked to the number of views from our other linked social media accounts 
 Twitter – More focused on sharing of information and links 
 Word of mouth – Giving the clients great experience working with Enhance studio 
                    
Target market - Advertising 







There are a number of architecture firms that already has the vision of sustainable design. We 
see these companies as motivation, to deliver a higher quality of design and work. Companies 
such as JK design architects, A4AC architects, Activate architects, Greenbrick designs and Sera 
architects will serve as a good precedent study for us. 
The big advantage Enhance studio has over the competition is that Enhance studio have all the 
necessary skills “in house” and that we do not need to out-source any part of the design when 
it touches upon the expertise needed in the electrical, mechanical and engineering services. 
 
Personnel_____ 
All members of Enhance studio will be involved in all aspects of projects but where specialist 
knowledge and skill is needed, work will be allocated to specific individuals. 
 
 Jaco Maritz                : Architect, Director, Managing director.  33.3% shareholder 
 Jaques de Villiers      : Mechanical engineer, Business management.  33.3% shareholder                      
(a real friend who is on board with this venture [not a student]) 
 Gerhard Dirker          : Electrical engineer, Financial coordinator.  33.3% shareholder  
(a real friend who is on board with this venture [not a student]) 
 Draughts technician : To be employed  
 Secretary                    : To be employed 







Enhance studio will start operating out of the premises of 152 Bellairs Drive, Northriding which 
is owned by Jaco Maritz. This will help on saving cost when it comes to rent at the beginning 
stages when the company is still growing. This premises is well located from a centrality point 
of view, but also provides a creative work space for the team to operate from. The property 
exists of a 86sqm open plan apartment which will suit the studio environment perfectly. This 
open plan studio environment will aid in increasing collaboration, better relationship-building 
integration, reduction of construction cost (no need to alter premises layout) an flexibility for 
the future.  
The property consist of –  
 Open plan office – 42sqm 
 Two private offices – 15sqm (each) 
 Kitchen – 9sqm 
 Two bathrooms – 5sqm & 4sqm 
There is ample space to change the layout of the working environment to include a boardroom 
table or receptionist area. The premises also comes with parking space for up to 7 vehicles. 
We will be looking at rental of 63000 rand per year for the above mentioned premises. 
 
Operation procedures_____ 
Every individual will be responsible for their own aspects of operations but will be held 
accountable if they fail to meet the requirements set out by Enhance studio. Office operations 
for sales and marketing, technical operations, technology (hardware & software) and 
advertisement will be put into place. Work Environment - to maintain the freedom created in 
one’s own company: the philosophy is to keep the staff happy with things such as flexi hours 
when necessary and incorporate flexible leave times. Work consumes 80% of our lives – we 
may as well be happy whilst doing it. The environment also needs to reflect the creative energy 
of the business and enhance it. But that being said the general operating times will be: 
Hours of operation (including lunch break) will consist of –  
Monday                                                                        -  08:00 – 17:00 
Tuesday                                                                        -  08:00 – 17:00  
Wednesday                                                                  -  08:00 – 17:00 
Thursday                                                                       -  08:00 – 17:00 
Friday                                                                            -  08:00 – 15:00 








Enhance studio will need a professional indemnity cover. Cover will be APIGUS (Architectural 
Professional Indemnity Group Insurance Scheme) which is underwritten by Hollard. Public 
liability insurance. Registration with the South African Institute of Architects.  Professional 
registration with South African Council for the Architectural (SACAP). Asset insurance which 
covers office equipment, insured with Discovery. 
 
 
Capital equipment required_____ 
The following is an indication for start-up equipment and fees for Enhance studio 
 
Equipment –  
o X4 Desktop computers                                               120 000.00 
o X1 Laptop                                                                        20 000.00 
o Kitchen appliances                                                            4000.00 
o Cleaning appliances                                                          3500.00 
o Office printer – A3                                                            6200.00 
o Stationary                                                                           2500.00 
o Telephone cost                                                                  5000.00 
o First month property rental                                            5250.00 
o Business cards                                                                   2000.00 
o Internet                                                                                 600.00 
Software & Registration -       
o Business registration                                                        6500.00 
o Website design                                                                  8500.00 
o Website domain registration                                            200.00 
o Drawing software registration (Revit,CAD)             180 000.00 
o Annual membership fees (SACAP)                                 3174.00 
o Annual membership fees (GIFA)                                    3500.00 
o Tax registration                                                                 1200.00 
Furniture -          
o X5 Workstations (desk & chair)                                   12 500.00 
o X3 Filing cabinets                                                               6000.00 












Enhance studio monthly running costs_____ 
 
Salaries –  
o Jaco Maritz                                                                        20000.00 
o Jacques de Villiers  (made up person)                          20000.00 
o Gerhard Dirker        (made up person)                          20000.00 
o Draught technician                                                           10000.00 
o Secretary                                                                              8000.00 
o Cleaning lady                                                                       4000.00 
IT –  
o Internet                                                                                  600.00 
o Website & website maintenance                                      350.00 
o Telephone                                                                           2000.00 
o IT technician  (standby)                                                       800.00 
General –  
o Insurance                                                                             4000.00 
o Office rent                                                                           5250.00 
o Accountant                                                                            600.00 
o Marketing                                                                              800.00 
o General expenses (client entertainment)                      4000.00 
o Petty cash                                                                            1000.00 
























Financing & Repayment_____ 
 
Enhance studio has secured an investment of 200 000.00 from a friend (also a real friend who is 
willing to support financially) with deep pockets and who believes Enhance studio will be a 
success. The other 200 000.00 will be a loan from the bank to put Enhance studio past the 392 
624.00 startup capital needed. All loans from the bank will be paid every month or sooner if 
money income allows for it. The 200 000.00 loan from the bank will be paid in 3 years at 11% 
interest. 
 
Bank loan of 200 000.00 at 11% over 3years 
 
__200 000 x 11% = 22 000 
 
__200 000 + 22 000 = 222 000 
 
__222 000 / 36months = 6166.66 per month repayment to bank 
 
__107 566.66 [loan repayment already included] per month income for Enhance studio needed       
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